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BURRI Public Bollard – stainless steel indoor (Pat. /Modèle déposé)

The removable stainless steel indoor 
bollard is the flexible barrier for pu-
blic indoor spaces. Developed for 
protecting wheelchairs from stairs 
in fairs, shopping centres, airports, 
museums or nursing homes, it requi-
res a limited installation depth in the 
floor of only 8-10cm. Indoor spaces 
can thus be elegantly divided or se-
cured. When the bollards are tempo-
rarily removed no opening remains in 
the floor, so there is no risk of trip-
ping. 

Even after many years of use, the 
surface continues to look attractive 
and if necessary, it is easy to polish 
the posts to their former shine.

Design features:
 - Polished stainless steel

Dimensions:
 - Height 800 mm
 - Diameter 104 mm or 76 mm                                                

Application/technology
Can be removed and inserted with a 
rotating movement with no need for 
a key.

Elegant design with simple handling for indoor use
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Edelstahl Indoor
dm104, 800mm

76 

Mounting
 - With a special base piece and base plate for  

 shallow mounting depth
 - Enables use on surfaces where embedding in  

 concrete is not possible for standard sleeve

Other models on request.

Color and surface treatment options
Depending on where they are used, galvanized or powder-
coated in a RAL or NCS color of your choice.

Flush with the ground after removal or collision 
No trip hazards caused by parts protruding from the 
ground after removal or collision thanks to the high-quality 
bayonet lock.

Options

Accessories

Reflector strip
Reflectors in various 
colors and sizes

Cover plate
To cover the bayonet 
lock

Rubber ring
Prevent scratch 
marks in storage

Lateral barrier
For restricting access. For example, allows pedestrians to 
pass through, but forces cyclists to stop.


